Introduction — Parent Survey
The parent survey was conducted January 8–22, 2016. There was a 49% return rate with the following breakdown by grade level:
- Kindergarten – 45 responses
- First Grade – 49 responses
- Second Grade – 31 responses

98% Parents feel welcome at Union Memorial School.

99% Parents state their child enjoys going to school.

99% Parents feel their child is safe at Union Memorial School.

96% Parents feel the communication between school and home is adequate.

98% Parents feel they receive a timely response to their concerns (or had none).

100% Parents feel they can talk to their child’s teacher(s) with ease.

99% Parents would recommend Union Memorial School to other parents.

Introduction — Student Survey
The student survey was conducted in early March 2016. It was administered to every student in the school.

98% Feel UMS is safe.

95% Feel the playground is safe.

92% Feel the bus is safe.

99% Have friends at UMS.

99% Know the school rules.

99% Have an adult at UMS they can talk to about a problem.

Overall Impression
I couldn’t be more pleased with these results. I was particularly proud of the general comments parents wrote at the end of the survey. Parents and students feel welcome, respected and enjoy their educational experience here.

Chris Antonicci, Principal